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Brief Facts
The plaintiff and the defendant executed a sole distribution agreement (“Agreement”) for supply of 
certain goods. In terms of the Agreement, the defendant issued a purchase order on the plaintiff for 
supply of the said goods. Pursuant to the purchase order, the plaintiff supplied the goods and raised 
three invoices on the defendant. When the defendant failed to make full payments in terms of the 
invoices, the plaintiff filed a summary suit under Order XXXVII of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (“CPC”) 
before the High Court of Delhi (“Court”) seeking recovery of the balance payment along with pendente lite 
and future interest from the defendant. 

Upon summons being issued in the suit, the defendant filed an application seeking leave to defend. The 
defendant also filed an application under Section 45 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (“Act”) 
on the basis that the dispute was covered under the scope of the arbitration clause and therefore, the 
parties should be referred to arbitration.

Issues
Issue (i): Whether the plaintiff’s claim is covered under the purview of the arbitration clause in the 
Agreement?

Issue (ii): Whether the Court should refer the parties to arbitration, considering that the defendant also 
sought to file a counterclaim against the plaintiff? 

Judgment
Issue (i): The Court analysed the dispute resolution clause of the Agreement (“DR Clause”) and observed 
that the parties intended that only disputes relating to termination or grounds for termination of the 
Agreement would be referred to arbitration. All other disputes will be “excepted matters” and will not 
be covered under the arbitration clause. The Court observed that the intention of the parties was that 
suits relating to injunction as well as recovery suits could be filed by the plaintiff before the competent 
courts in India. Accordingly, the Court held that the dispute between the parties cannot be referred to 
arbitration as the dispute was concerned with unpaid invoices, which was not covered under the scope 
of the arbitration clause in the Agreement. Therefore, the present suit filed seeking recovery of monies 
was maintainable before this Court.

The Court placed reliance on the Supreme Court’s judgments in Vidya Drolia and Ors. v. Durga Trading 
Corporation,2 Indian Oil Corporation Limited v. NCC Limited3 and Emaar India Ltd v. Tarun Aggarwal 
Projects LLP and Anr.4 In these cases, it was observed that in an application filed under Section 8 or 
Section 45 of the Act, the court is required to hold a preliminary enquiry as to whether the dispute 
between the parties is ex facie arbitrable. If on a limited review, the court finds that the dispute is in 
relation to ‘excepted matters’, i.e., matters which are excluded by the parties from the purview of the 
arbitration clause, the parties cannot be forcefully referred to arbitration. The Court also referred to the 
judgment in Ms. Sancorp Confectionary Pvt. Ltd. & Anr. v. M/s Gumlink A/S,5 wherein while considering an 
application filed by the defendant under Section 45 of the Act, it was held that a court has to examine and 
record a prima facie finding as to whether there is an arbitration clause or not and whether the disputes 
which are sought to be referred to arbitration are covered by an arbitration agreement or not.
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Issue (ii): The Court observed that the parties agreed for arbitration only in respect of disputes arising out 
of termination or expiration of the Agreement. In respect of all other disputes, the jurisdiction was given 
to the civil courts under the Agreement. Accordingly, the Court held that if the parties had consciously 
decided to have separate remedies with respect to different disputes under the Agreement, the intention 
of the parties must be honoured.

Analysis
The Court applied the legal position laid down by the Supreme Court’s decisions with respect to the extent 
of judicial scrutiny while considering an application filed under Section(s) 8 and 45 of the Act. In terms 
of the kompetenz-kompetenz doctrine, the arbitral tribunal has the preferred first authority to determine 
and decide all questions of non-arbitrability. However, in case of an application under Section(s) 8 and 45 
of the Act, the court may interfere when it is manifestly and ex facie certain that the arbitration agreement 
is non-existent, invalid or the disputes are non-arbitrable. The Court also emphasised that the limited 
judicial review under Section 8 and Section 45 of the Act is to protect the parties from being forced to 
arbitrate when the subject matter of the dispute is clearly non-arbitrable. However, when the court is in 
doubt, parties should be referred to arbitration.

Endnotes
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